
BEYOND THE ASTRAL SKIES
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Living on the surface of a hypersphere
Inhaling solar winds
Proceeding forth from the blazing furnaces of Life
Returning to those stellar ashes
In order to give birth to Light again
And Pancreator kisses the incredible corona
Of His first born Sun
To seal the white galactic core
Beyond the Astral Skies.....

Some searching for the echoes
Emanating from the first foundation of Eternity
Hearkening to those ancient voices
Resounding from beyond the thresholds of Oblivion
Buried deep with the Core......
Drinking the powers that are streaming from the Center
As the cosmic brine
The Spirit of the Sun - life giving medium
Through which the power acts and flows
As Hydrogen transforms to Helium
And atoms form the covenant of molecules
This is where Life begins and grows
And where the Holy Number rules
Beyond the Astral Skies.....

The invisible Gates of Infinity......
Inscrutable - unthinkably remote
And shrouded into everlasting eerie silent thunder......
The inner Gates of Wisdom 
Not known to man on Earth.....
The shining Crystal of Forgiveness
Which comes from Outer Space
Reflector of the justice of this Universe
Its radiance way beyond the human race
And all its faculty of comprehension
Illuminator of the Astral
And Skies that lie beyond......

The Galaxies of the Foundation......
Dawn of the first breath of this Cosmos
Original children of the Pancreator



And chosen messengers to copies and those latter born
Faithful agents of Creation 
Truly endowed with power of decision and imagination
And understanding of the Laws
That are, have been, will always be
Forged by the Almighty
Created to be living Temples of Ideas
Destined to roam the Oceans of Eternity
As instruments of Peace which rules
Beyond the Astral Skies...

Soon heavy clouds will pass and go
A new-born Sun will melt the snow
The Sky gets organized 
The world gets civilized 
Evil gets minimized
An ancient dream gets verified
Satan sits terrified
The righteous get indemnified
All children see the Light
Rejoice and do unite
Heaven has sent a Blessing 
To you tonight
Beyond the Astral Skies..... 


